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is as follows:

1) 16,265 F;nro2,1,..2 ':-;chools

16,777 Onn:d

1)61-in;:, the fiscal yer of )970 o

at leasC once hv of Procs.
visitu were neaTly fc,r thin one purp,:ie only

The percentage of wisits I.7abuj.ated by the puipc of visit wt1,7e

planning pyog=,..dev.,...1opmeni 9 o--.cc

30Z ,'and other Ahe total of these percentagcs ocIrcenta,

of district visited as !,;(-,Yile projects wk-.re ohservc,) r..K.)re than oncc:. Wah

29 school districts in the Sto.to of Alaska, the intrnction 'between

of Education staff and th,- loc:j school d..;:strictpeiz.onn:,:l is )roc'er tH:n

the foregoing data indic.Ltcs. cshc cc)nventions,

the. State Depart.::.ent oL Education and telepone provide an inti.7.16o

tact and Ghan!.1.e between SEA and LEA persounel thL is not possible in thzi

highly populated states.

Visits by SEA staff p]:ovided direction in co:oorehen5ive plan:41:1 ad in "kno,:7-

how" for making an assessent of needs in a number of instanc-!s. Local dist:,7ict

were assisted in their prorLm development: c;nd'progra onerntion Sri 9 is

On ,12 occasions hejp was provided directly in des:' .gnig and selecr.in.L:

instruments and in w)*Lj.ng the evaluation report including e.l.i!hasis on the

lowing

fol-

lowing in particJlaf: (1) dissc.u.inati.on (2) twicel teacher

programs (3) clients o Title I proiect on Change \:.ithin the schoril systc-i and

in meeting goal!:. Dud r2.,lativcs of the nctivity, () parent and

involvement.
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3 A. Chanf'(-; in

1. Depart. m...nt of Edlival:;om

w;; prov:dod trn!nin.

7. Tn-service sm-1.! 1,-ere prov dcd

1:11.00t of

r.!,-,r()'.,(:d l :icati Ctn :,

LEA 1)(0)1:11e1.. portincnt. rinsign, data, ,Ac.

3. Nclw im;trumnnt. ch.:signed fec u,,:e in

SEA evaluation of ',LA's ovallJatioa
reports.

4. Increase in the nnirr of SEA st.a.ff
(professional and supporting) per-
sonnel.

5. Greater involvement of SEA instruc-
tional Services Consultant in
developing and evaluating Title T.
proposals.

0J. More consist,,!nt evainoton of f.inal

evaluation r(Tort
to LEA for iHproving future repor,..

4. More tim spent in asp.isi-ing .

.5. Title I application becnmo more
consistent with establit;hed

lines.

3 B. The SEA has emphas:!.zed through written communications, worl:shen&:, and in confrer.,:e

with LEA personnel the.necessityand the wisdom ef including non-Tubld:: scheo]

ren in Title activities> This has not been a iroblem in Alaska as we 1:ave

private schools of concern. These 14 schools are located in seven of 2/;

districts. In every instance, where an opportunity for.them to

pate. has been provided.

3 C. In a number of instances as a result of State and local evaluations, projects (1)

were not continued the following term, (2) were not: recommended for use in oth,:.r

schools or school systems, (3) were redesigned with changes in goals, impleTocnta-

tion, etc. , (4) were recommended clusion in the regular school program fo:: all

children with finances being provided from sources other than Title I, and (5) wEre?

continued for subsequent period(s) of time. In two school diStrict this nast vear

represenacives of the State Department assisted in the designing and rewriting of

applications.

4 A. Based on test data for seven Title I programs, there is evidence that such progra:11,,:

are having an effect on leading and academic achievement.

1) In a reading improvement project, the California Reading Test, forms W and

was administered to grades 2 through 6 in November 1969; and grades 1 tough
6 in Nay 1.970. The median total reading scores for all. .-,,rades were eithc (;11

grade equivalent (as in the case of grades 2 and 4); or above grade equLv,1,:nt

placement (as in the case of grades 1, 3, 5, and 6).

2) Pre-test and post-test scores On the. California Reading Test, Forms U and X,

showed students in a reading program to have an overall gain in reading o7.-ce-

hension. The California Reading Test has a standard score mean of fifty ,Lith

a standard deviation of ten. Thu data collected from these tests
the mean standard score of th6. project group increased from thirty- -five en rhe

pre-test to thfry-eight is a_chang f from the seventh percentile to the tifth
percentile in reading achieeMent.

2
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Thi.s figure is re,I.ehed by r.oTipaing Scptember 1969 expectancv scores with
May comprehens:......,n scores olA Lhe follo%!ing hi.ph scho,-11- ;;ilent.

Re;.,0,ing Test; j.,:ni(,r Gilmore Oral Reading Tt. :st; elementary- Gate,

MacGinitj.e. Reading Survey.

In this SflTO oro,J:z1m .)7'; of the participants who were In the projects for
the entire year showed one year's growth in the content: areas. The tests
used in the high school wa,7, the Iowa Silent Readins Test; in the juni6r
high and elemenL'ary schools was the Iowa Achievment Tests.

3) In a individualized instruction project student's average growth in rending
comprehension for beginning students was. .87 grade equivalents and 1.25 in
mathematics growth. Twenty-five students who have been in school for more
than one Year were tested in spelling and no average growth was .76.
Language. growth for third grade students, as measured by the etropolitan
Achievement Test, was an average gain of 1.16 years growth. In mathematics
those students who were given the Primary II test scored .9 as an average.

4) Results of a remedial reading program indicated forty out of forty six second
grade students showed significant inprovoment in the mechanics of rending
evidenced by pre- and post-testing with the Cray Oral Reading Test. The SLu-
dents were considered improved in reading if there was a increase of .3 or
better in grade level. There were several students that increased their
grade level by more than 1 year. In the sixth grade, using the Cray Oral in a
pre -- and post-testing situation, fifteen of sixteen students tested showed a
measurable gain, with the average gain being 1.7 increase in grade level:

Post-test results for students in this same group in grades 406 using the
Dolch Basic Sight Recognition indicated 1% made no gain and 99% made a gain.
The post-test recognition of the 95 common nouns for grades 203, indicates
that out of the 71 students tested, 100% show significant gains.

Post-test results for word analysis skills indicated 72% made significant
gains while 28% made no measurable gain.

5) In another remedial reading program, a pre-test post-test evaluation design
using the California Reading Test shows that the overall progress for 81 pupils

involved was .61 grade equivalents for vocabulary and .76 for comprehension.

Of the group tested, 23 students were raised from below grade level to above
and 17 were raised from below to above grade level in comprehension.

6) Benefits from a teacher-aide program indicated that, using the SRA Achievelryant
test, the 1970 first grade achieved an overall grade equivalent of 1.85 com-
pared to the overall grade equivalent for the 1969 first grade of 1.3, an incre;.ise
of .5 over last year's first grade. Using the same figures for com7.)arin, 1.3,
the same class, 1970 second grade, had an overall grade equivalent of 2.27.Lnis
year.
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L;nlde %t of second ruld increase of 1.3'.)

durin:.!, the school year. Th,.. 1969 third gr;.:(1:! hie(! equivalent of 3.37,

or .51. lower than this third

7) in e-lother rem::.(lial reading program, 90% of the. pilot group (40 students)

raised their ng one full year. The Durrr.1.1 heeding Analvtiis

Instrument was used.

L B. While most of the Title I programs involve some aspect of rending improvement, the
characteristics that seem to S common_ to most of them are (l) trends toward indi-
vidualizd learning including non-grading, () effort in meeting needs of disad-
vantaged children (3) involvement of teachers in the development: of the project, and
(4) an attempt to involve parents and community in planning and implementing the
activity.

4 C. Present accounting systems do not provide us with information related to the effecti-
veness of Title I projects to cost. A cost per pupil ration was established for each
project and it was our cenclusion that the effectiveness .of the projects did not
appear to be directly related to cost.

Title I has been instrumental, in establishing a Federal Programs office in the
. SEA, and in proviOng additional consultant and supr,:rting staff time to the

LEA's. In 1956-66 the full-time equivalent working on Title I, ESEA was 1.90
(;>-.70 FTE professional; 1.20 FTE supporting) ; in 1966 --67 the persons assigned to

'Title I duties were 4.75 (1.95 FTE Professional; 2.80 rTE supporting); 1967-68
the staff e panded to 7.20 (2.35 FIE professional; 4.8') FIT supporting): in
1968-69 the total staff nu.:7,bered 9.75 (2.30 FTE professional; 7.45 supporting);
and in 1969-70 the total staff numbered 9.95 (4.20 ITE professional, 575
supporting). While the major changes that have occurred in the staff of SEA
are not all attributable to Title I, the combined imp;:ct has had a pos:Etive
effect on the Depaxtment. Due to our. Department of Education multiple-assign-
ment philosophy, and practi ce, undoubtedly contact with Title I programs have
made all SEA consultants more aware of the pressing need to upgrade evalaation
practices in all education.

In the larger LEA's the assignement of a staff person(s) to Federal Programs
has occurred. There are real indications that practices.are more personal

and greater attempts are being made to work with the individual child to meet:
the students' needs. Title I activities have. helped teachers change instructional
methods; arange.x.ents and goals. .Changes have occurred in teaching methods,
use of audio-visuals, enrichment of. curriculum, use of teacher aides, scheduling
practices and. curriculum revisions.

While children from nol-public school agencies arc: involved in Title I. projects,
we are not aware of any changes made in their administrative structure and edu-
cational practices as a result of such participation. In fact, due to their
sLtallness it is very doubtful if any changes have occ:urred, especially c,C,An-:-

strative structure.

4
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6 l',. SI.-at-Opc.rat.ed iut..=i;ILd a Teach el. Prorr!m in conjunction w.jth

Tt:'acher Corp, C. . %nd TitIc I.

KodiLk T'Zinnd P:orourl, School and StaLe-Opei::ted School

Title I floardin ProjecLs c..ich arc: suplemented by Joblic,on-Wanc:v
These project!: provide ol-Tortuuities for vounsters to attend hign nchoo) which

other-wine would be in:po:-!sible.

A number of school districts operating media centers have used Title II ESFA
and Title ITTNDEA to supplement Title monies.

The Type E Lunch Program provided by the State-Operated School Sy:;tem in
small schools used USDA commodities.

. -

7. In each instance Title I programs have been available to non-public school.
children. In all, there are 2G non-pufilic schools ranging in enrollment from
less than ten to about 260 in the 29 districts in Alaska. The total enroliliilt
in these 26 private and denominational. school::. is less thin 1190 of which
(unduplicated count) or about 50 percent Nffticiphtd in Title 1 prou;:ms in
FY-70. Of these non-public school students 419 are located in remote areas served
by the Alaska State-Operated Rural Schools. These children are nearly 100 per-

Meat economically and culturally deprived which probably accounts to a large
degree of their high percentage of participation.

Five of the seven districts with non-public schools participated in nine different
Title I programs of which seven occurred during the regular year and two in the
summer term. No special adjustments i.n time of occurrence of the public school
Children, as well as nbn-public school personnel and communtiy groups were in-
volved in planning the activities in most instances. The main thrust of quality
programs involving non-public school children were in remedial reading, instruc-
tional media resources, workshops for teachers and an "intergrated program" which
included students in physical education,. swimming, speech therapy, remedial reading,
language arts, special education and hard of hearing classes.

8. A total of five LEA's conducted "teacher aide" programs. Four programs operated
involving 96 teacher aides working with 96 professional staff members. In addi-
tion 60 teacher aides were employed in the Type 13 Lunch Program preparing and
serving food in 60 State-Operated Rural Schools.

Total. student participants for each activity were. as follows: 1672, 550, 540 and
157 in programs of a learning nature and about 2,500 in the Type 13 Lunch project
for a grand total. of 5,419.

The general pattern of activities of "teacher-teacher aide" inservice programs
includes workshop, film strips and narrations, conference meetings and consul-
taut help. Most teacher aides were used in remedial reading lyrogram:3 in assistinr.
the teachers by helping with small groups and individualized instruction, letter
recognition, activities with sight: words, student verbalizing, listening to
students read and phonetic practice. In addition, aides were used to considerable
extent in libraries or instructional media center and in tast administration, scorin:;
and analysis.

Exhibit A presents two of the better training program; :i.n Alaska.
r4.
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9 . The de,,rre of comrainity 1 1 1 1 ( 1 r ) CFI LI i n-sio I, L. ColiS ol s

districts of Alaska. This is due primarily to Liu, foe!. hint. (1) many oi Hle

complunitios !:.uch as thouthoso in the st,.1t-c-Onc,.r:ite ScIloc I Sy!;tel..., and a nul.lher of tne

local school. di!...tricts are very spars:..lv populated, (2.) a limited number of pro-

fessionals in the smail schooL rEsirict-s all of vhom k.,ear sovoral "ha ..:" and 0) so7::-.

chief school adminislrators possess more initiative and drive than others.

In the sparsely populated clitricts most of the communication and involvement of

adults is on a direct bases with parents, such as conferences, reports and discus-

&ions at PTA meetings, schooi. open house, teacher home visitations, bulletins of

pupils and parents and small discussion groups. These same avenues al.o used or

the larger more heavily populated district. but , in addition, other means of involve-

ment are used, also. These include home-school contacts; r.arent advisory groups;

organized community groups; service organizations: Chamber of Commerce; state agencies,

such as "State Mental Health Services;" professionals, such as physicians, dentists,

nurses, opticians, etc.; college personnel; tours or field trips; City Council; and

others.

6



A 1.611S1, TO FU::1) AN AT:EA YORKSKOP

1. The subject !clertc:d far the workshop is Deve1..._opmerj.

as Related to Educational foals' This important area or
curriculum development is critical in the area where the work-
shop is being held as in the section of the Bristol Bay
a considerable numher of children do not sneak English until
they attend school. .tany of the village people do not speak
English.

2. The workshop will be held in Dillingham at the Youth Center
with some thirty --five teachers and several Teacher Aides in
attendance.

3, The workshop will be a two and one-half day affair, Thursday
and Friday and Saturday, ?'arch 12th. and 13th., and 14th. 1970.

4. This area was selected as a considerable group of teachers
could attend at relatively small expense (the villages are very
close together) ard because of the particularly significant
problem of dual lai.guage in this area.

5. A. Objectives:

(a) To bring into sharp focus the problem of non-English
speaking parents and elementary (especially first grade) school
children.

(b) To explore teacher attitudes toward the problem and help
them crystalize their thinking about it

(c) To explore the problem in relation to primary, middle
grade, high school and adult groups.

(d) To suggest method, material, and procedure to meet these
problems.

B. Expected OutcompA:

(a) It is exnected that the workshen narticip:ints will de-7; 30'

a clearer picture of the problem of (-Hal lans-uage among thei:f

students.

(b) '171P participant:- ; w;.11 d::vtilon nhiloc:orhv about the
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problem in relation to education.

(c) The participants will identify croups requiring a

variety of educationl services in relation to the problem.

(d) The participants will become aware of methods,
materials and procedures which will help deal with the
problem.

6. A copy of the Agenda is attached. An attempt is made here to
deliberately involve a number of teachers in the area in order
that via direct Ntrcicipation they will achieve greater insight
into the task of language development. Others in attendance
will develop new insights as they are helped to this end by
fellow teachers who have similar teaching assir;nments nnfi prob-
lems. The native Teacher Aides can make a significant contri-
bution to the teachers' greater understanding of the childrens
:problems. Dr. Troy Sullivan (formerly a bush teacher), reading
specialist and professor at the University of Alaska has been
secured to assist with the workshop.

7. Completion-type instruments are being used to help participants
achieve some insights as well as to stimulate their thinking.

(a) A pre-session evaluative instrument is attached.
(b) A closing-session evaluative instrument is attached.
(c) Attached also is a post-session item to he sent to the
participants on or about May 12th.,. .two months after the
workshop to findout what carry-over or impact of such
brief meeting has occurred. This third instrument mar be
amended, depending on developmental trend during the work-
shop.

8. Budget:

Travel 42 participants @ ay. $50.00

Per Diem 41 participants, 3 days at $21.00

Consultants fee 0 $100.00 per day

Materials

Pavment(0 $25.00 per dev)35 substLEu:,

$2,100.00

2,583.00

200.00

200.00

1.750.00
S6,833.00

Note: Post ,;es -inn on (atur-.3.:!v was si:.zcy?..-iter! daveloned the
Adminitr-ttor. A.; tlii=; Adv,2nt,st
none of the teacher9 get 1107,2 on !7Iturria..,. T''ev flv
We ,;tern Alaska owned i Lh Day Adveltf.sz -!_nteres:s.



AGLXU:\

SHr,.J[CT: Lange;. U;:volopm?nt Related to Education,'1

PLACE: Dillln3hm, AlasLu Youth Center

DATES: Thursday and Fridic,y, March 12, 13, 1t %0

9:00 A.M. I. Opening - Introductions

Il . Use of Pro-Session Evaluu .c..ive Instrument

III. Opc.nirT Discussion led by r vy S 1.1 j...v

1. What is the problem of dual languAge?

It it significant?

How do you deal with the problem it raises?

2. What are the major impediments it offers to a traditional

language development program?

3. What constitutes a language development program? Give

your rationale for each suggestion.

IV. The problems as we see them of children, whose first language

is not English, entering first grade.

- Participants - Teacher. Aides

LUNCH BREAK

1:00 P.M. V. The program and materials currently used in our villaos in

the area of language devolomont.

Led by



1);70k..

AU:.;r1 ',.;;JLHNP ,V,ZhA

VT. Prof.1 iJnzua pro.,, 3n ;;Iv midle
gradcs.

Led by___

VII. Program and matc.rials for the language arts program used in high
school.

Led by

VIII. The Adult Education Program.

Led by
-

March 13, 1970

9:00 A.M.

END OF FIRST DAY

I. The Alaska Reader, it's use, impact and recommendations for-the
future.

Conducted by

II. Presentation of findings based on the Pre-Session Evaluation
Instrument.

Dr. Dawe

III. Suggestions regarding materials and procedures for improving programs.

(Hopefully several participants)

Primary

Middle Grades

High School

Adult Education 10
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II. Special Int oro s t 11.1 Ills .

11 \
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NOT PuT v 1.1 1.1 A 1,1 0 I. S

wcm:slioT,

Dillingham, Alaska

March 12, 13, 1970

Lanua7.0 7)evelopment as P.elated to Educational rnal

Please complete the following statements according to vouy theories,
feelings and attitudes:

1. A major problem in the village where I teach is

2. The formal education of most of the people in the Village where
I teach

3. For the most part, parents of the children

. 4. The problem of dual language in my village

12
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5. Very few nntive children

6. The success of present methods of teachinp, lanuLige development

7. Teaching oral communication skills means

8. Teaching listening skills includes

9. To me, the Alaska Reader

10. AEter finishing eighth grade, most of the children in my village

13
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Please complete the following statements riccorcHng to your theories.
feelings and attitudes:

1. A suggested procedure for dealing with social problems in the
Vi llage

2. Emphasis in Adult Education

3, It is not feasible to involve parents in the school program unless

4. Improvement in common English usage would

5. Our current practice in language development



6. Continued lase of thn Render

7. Most native children

8. Ideally, a langua.2e development program

9. Materials and method for Language Development l'rogram need

10. Personal and Vocational fulfillment for native students
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ANSWER f T,Y a, or 1 . O1 - 4

Comments relating to Worl:shop on Language Dc.velopment held siarch 12,
13 in Dillingham:

la. I have not altered my original thinking about dual language with
the children I teach. I still feel

or

lb. My feeling about dual language and the children T. teach

2a. There's nothing basically wrong with our educational program. It's
just

or

2b. It seems to me that our entire approach to education in rural
Alaska

3a. The main emphasis in language development needs to be
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or

3h. All levels of our program need to be concerned with langua
development because

4a. I have not utilized suggestions re materials or procedure
because I felt

or

4b, The suggestions I was able to implement



SUPPLEMENT ACTIVITY #9

WORK-SHOP #2 - NORTHERN AREA

PROGRAM DESIGN: Teaching Strategies as related to Language Arts
and Social Studies

The Language Arts/Social Studies workshop for the northern area,
supervised by Margaret Allen, is designed with the purpose of providing
teaching techniques and strategies that would assist the classroom
teacher to utilize an interdisciplinary approach to the teaching of
social studies emphasizing :ideas, basic concepts, and methods of
inquiry and induction as contrasted with the teaching of unrelated
facts and dates through the traditional lock-step method. It is
essential that communicative skills be developed since the Language
Arts is the vehicle that carries the Social Studies program.

A two day workshop will be held at two locations: Fairbanks (March
5 & 6); and Anchorage (March 12 & 13). The northern area was selected
since there are a number of target area schools operating as identified
in the basic demographic data. submitted in Part I. The Iowa'Basic
Skills Tests indicates that students are two years plus below grade
level in communicative skills, social studies, and comprehension.

The following chart indicates the locations of the workshop, the
schools involved, the number of students to be served and the number
of teachers that will participate.

SCHOOL
STUDENTS

ELEM.

ANCHORAGE
TEACHERS

ELEM. F.S. TOTALH.S. TOTAL

Alcantra 30 30 4 4

Anderson 78 78 5 5

Brown's Court 42 42 2 2

Cantwell 18 18 1 1

Ft. Yukon 46 46 7 7

Healy 39 39 2 e. 2

Healy Sust.Hi. 20 20 2 2

:;ikolai 27 27 2 2

Nulato 17 23 40 1 2 3

Su: trana 42 42 2 2

Tanana 25 36 61 2 6 8

TOTAL

_____ _

288 155

_

443 17 21 38

18



FAIRBANKS

AllaLaet

Ai;ibler

AnaktuvuL Pass

ChalI:yitsi

Ci_rclo

Ft. Yukon

Ca Lena

Hughes

Huslia

Kaltag

Kobuk

oyukok

II.Incy Hot Springs

:linto

;iulato

Ruh),

Stevens Village

Tanana

Teller

TOTAL

STUDENT5
11.11,1. H.S.

4S

46

37

39

15

'155

120

36

46

68

18

36

13

48

85

38

") 7
1.. ..)

75

53

979 -0-

TOTAL

48
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37

39

15

135

120

36

46

68

18
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13
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38
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75

53
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2

1
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2

3

4

1

2

1
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5

2

1.

4

4

53 -0-
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2

3

,
,

2

1

3

3

2

3

4

1

,
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1

2
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-.)

-

1

d
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Jo addition, th.:o consultants fi'o;i the hepartment of hducatiou,
Division of instructional Service-:, nanlpiy: the Sot studies con-
sultant and the Language Arts Con!-:ultant, will con:iuct the wer::shop
activities of teacniny strateics conduci_ve to eLfetive teaching
co:Ipetencies as rulate6 to soc:al studies and communicative sKilis.

Throe ;tr t.ius will he c::p}1as.iLeC. They

htrorlmtion-Living Strategy

Pro1 c!.,1-:30!vin:.;



Scrategics

. tNFORMATION-GIVING: 1

INFOMATION-GIVING STRATEGY

Roles: How do the people involved operate?

Teacher: 1. Contains authoritative information.
2. Decided the boundaries of the area of information

to be learned.
3. Decides specific behavioral objectives for learners.
4. Takes and maintains initiative
5. Sets pace .of learning situation.
6. .Communicates information in logical manner.
7. Uses visual, written, or aural information in a

supplementary way. .

8. Evaluates learners to determine accuracy of recall.

Student: 1. Decides to receive and contain new information.
2. Provides a logiCal structure of previous experience

to receive and organize the new information.
3. Plans to receive visual, written, aural, or oral

communications.
4. Makes himself aware of the objective of the teacher

to facilitate future evaluation.
S. Keeps attention within boundaries set by teacher.
6. Records information for future reference.
7. Moves at teacher's pace.
8. Verifies uncertainties through questions at end of

presentation.
9.. Reproduces information on demand of .teacher.

Goals: What operation behavior is expected in the student'?

1. Information is to be accurately and permanently transmitted.
2. Information is to be stored logically for future use.
3. Skills of cognition and memory are to be developed in process.
4. Student will become authoritative container of information.

Rules: What are the legal means of sending and receiving information?

1. Teacher determines time, place, sequence.
2. Teacher and student: no digressions.
3. Student signals teacher when information is received.
4. Teacher talks, students listen. Teacher sends, students

receive.
5. A time limit is imposed, at the end of which evaluation is made.

Ritual: What patterns of action are standard?

1. Time: Teacher budgets time to include Tycesentation, veriEi-
cation, practice, evaluation. deadlines.

2. Hands arc to

3, Space: Grot;r3 sit as Jadi.vialJt,r, sourc,- of inFormatic.



t. People L,Ike turns to talk.
S. Teacher comments after each pupil speaks
6. Objective testing.

Language: What operational language is characteristic?

Teacher: "These are the things you will need to know"
"This is the way in which..."
"Tomorrow there will be a test...
"Good, you have them all right ... IV

"No, this would be a more accurate answer..."
"The correct order is.:."
"Are there any questions about what I've said?"
"Please make notes about the following...
"The next thing we Will need to know is..."
"Right!" "Good!" "OK"

Student: "What did you mean when you said..."
"Is this the right order?"
"You said three things; I have only two..."
"When do you want these in...?"
"How many do we have to know in order to pass?"
"Could you repeat that please?"
"Where could I find more information about... ?"

Values: How is information-giving evaluated by teacher and student?

1. Presentation:

Concise
Logical
Structured
Sequenced
Well difined
Objectives obvious to student
Means of evaluation obvious at outset
Fits within time slot
Closure as planned

2. Reception of information
Simple
Clear
Related

--Objectives clear

3. General

Knowing is the greatest good. A good student is a
student with much information.
Development of memory skill under time pressure
Accuracy of recall
Logic of information makes it easy to internalize
Logical knowledge structures assued in student
Closure a priority (We've covered that subject!)
Speed is valued
Validity of information ::? :;surd.



Operational levels related to this teaching strategy are the levels
or coc;nition: to know is a logical order. Memory: to recall and
use imowleuge in a logical way.

Uses of the strategy are appropriate in:

Giving directions
Explaining a process
Teaching a technique
Developing a rich base

of information



1 1 \

..JachinJ Strategics

INQUIRY STRATEGY: 2

INQUIRY STRATEGY

Roles: How do the people involved operate?

Teacher: Is the chief inquirer
Sets the scene
Creates a situation
Elicits questions
Diagnoses pupil responses
Guides learning through directions based on
the diagnoses.

Student: Is a co-inquirer with the teacher
Responds to the teacher with questions , now answers
Forms hypotheses
Challenges other students' hypotheses with questions
Refines questions
Brainstorms to find.new approaches to the situation
Evaluates for himself in terms of the rationale
related; to this hypothesis.

Goals: What operation behav-ior is expected in the student?

Students produce increasingly refined questions related to the
data presented.
Students produce unique approaches to the problem,
Students develop thinking skills related to divergent, convergent,
and evaluative behavior.

Rules: What are the legal means of sending communications?

All. Student questions are valid
No judging
Start out open
Discussion pursues implications of the questions
Teacher is permitted to help refine questions by counter-question-
ing.

Language: What operational language is characteristic?

Teacher:. "Why?" "Will it work?" "What else
"I wonder if "If then 9t,

Student: "You could probably..."
"I wonder if..."

Values: How is information-dialogue and o'1,,stionino. el'aluqt-d2

Enjoyment of the process
Enjoyment of increas ing skills of observation and thought
Pragmatic: "Will the hypethesi,; wer?"
IacreasIng independence in the studont to ac i.y inquiry to now
situations.



TeachinL; Strategies

PROBLE-SOLVING STRATEGY: 3

PRO2LEM-SOLVING STRATEGY

Roles: What behavior is expected of teacher and student?

Teacher: Presents situation
Provides information describing a problem
Confronts students with problem which motivates them to
solve it
Translates problem into student experience
Teacher problem-solving process
Provides climate for discussions
Evaluates in terms of livability of solutions

Student: .Takes initiative in solving problems
Knows that procr'ss of problem solving is the learning
To apply previous experience to deFinition and
solution of problem
To analyze elements of the problem -

To develop skill at the problem soj:ving process
To evaluate proposes solutions in terms of given criteria
To take initiative in proposing solutions
To discuss recalled information
To employ critical and analytical thinking
To interact with others in pursuing elements of problem

Goals: What operation behavior is expected in the student?

What are the teacher's and student's objectives in this type. lesson
To develop skills at attacking problems
To develop skill at defining the problem -

To learn the process of problem solving in its divergent and
convergent and evaluative thinking aspects
To find a satisfactory solution to the problem

Rules: What are the legal means of sending and receiving information?

_Students respond to each others ideas.
Problem solving process is the authoritydiscipline factor
Discussion must stay within limits set by conditions of problem

Ritual: What patterns of action are standard?

Teacher establishes seating arrangements for informal discussions
No hands are raised; people interject comment as appropriate

Lan7uage: What operational language is characteristic?

"How does this fact relate to the problem?"
"Tell me some of your reasoning behind that statement"
"What else could be operating here?"
"Interesting! n: the outcome?"

_24



Values: How is information-giving evaluated by teacher and student?

Is the solution liveable?
Does it meet all the criteria for a good solution?
Is the solution an expression of the highest level of thinking the
student incapable of at his level of maturity.
Does the solution involve creative, unique approaches?
Is the solution a logical one in view of the terms of the problem?

Operational levels related to this teaching strategy are the levels
of cognition: to know is a logical order; memory: to recall and use
knowledge in a logical way,' divergent thinking: ability to generate
unique solutions; convergent thinking: ability to apply 'logic to
the problem to derive a solution; evaluative thinking: ability to
evaluate proposed solutions in terms of practicality, appropriateness,
and liveability.



LEVLLS OF COGNFTION

The following is an example of the Cognitive levels:

1. KNOWLLDGE (Recall)

a. Facts "When did Columbus discover America?"

b. Trends "What were the Spaniards of the 1400's doing which
made a big difference in history?"

c. :lothodoloy "liow did Columbus prove that the world was round?"

2. CMPITHENSION (Grasp the meaning)

a. Translation "We know Columbus was a sailor and an explorer.
Pow would you describe him?"

b. Interpretation "What did Columbus mean when he claimed he
could roach the Last by traveling West?"

c. Lxtrapolation (new situations) "What appears to be the most
direct route from Spain to the West Indies?"

3. APPLICATION (new situations Or already familiar situations with
new elemens)

"How could you describe the route that Columbus sailed
if he were to take the most direct route From Spain
to the West Indies?"

4. ANALYSIS (Relationships among the parts)
"What conditions during the time of Columbus made it
possible for him to explore and discover?"

S. SYNTIIESIS (Draw together elements into new patterns)
"Imagine you arc one of the crow on board the Pinta.
Write a story of the experiences you had during the
voyage."

6. EVALUATION (Judgements about value)

"Write a paper which you tell what Columbus knew in
his day about the world, then tell what 'c know about
our world today."



The objective in presenting the above tchchin;', strategies as
rciat-.cd to in interdisciplinary approach to social studies and tho
deelopont of co=unicative sills is:

To improve the quality of teaching dishdc.,antaged children.

It is anticipated that the tea will carry hhch into the clh::sreom
teaching techniques that Will result in SpUCiriC improved competencies

tilt folloing areas:

1. Classroom organir:.:Ation

2. Class control

3. :otivation (stimulate theiiht, interest arnl efrorts)

1-. K.I1 in discussion techniques

Skill. in lecture-discussiom technique'

6. Skill in individual instruction

/. OL ill in group instruction

in developinz, think in! procoss

Pro;:lotion at:" student participation

10. kii.L in measuring and evaluating achievement

Li.. Composition skills

12. Adolescent literature

13. Leadership and class morale

14. )lot%! learner techniques

1.5. Academically talented techniques

10. Creative planning

17. ::nowiedge of materials of instruction

IS Pupil-teacher planning



3a. The main emphasis in language development needs to be

LVALUATION:

The instructional supervisor For the Northern Area will evaluate

each teacher in their classrooiii setting the following

inI;trul2ents:

Principals of Learning (Sec Atachment 'fl o)

2. Method of. Participation (See attachment #2)

J. Teacher-Learner Interaction (See attachment ;i5)

4. Frequency 1:esponse (See attachment #4)

In addition the classroom teacher will answer the CIILCK YOURSELF

SftlLT Are Your Pupils Learning. (Sec attachment #5)

Based on these instruments,,a composite report will be made by the

instructional supervisor for the northern area and submitted to the

1)irector,. State Operated Schools.
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2

1

Teachers
Consultants
Supervisor

,
t:

a

e

21.00/dav
21.00/day
21.00/day

[or
for
for

3

6

4

days
days
days

(120)
(84)

$ 5514.00
252.00
S4.00

Travel to Anchorage:

34 Teachers
2 Consultants

Travel tb Fairbanks:

54 Teachers
2 Consultants
1 Supervisor

Per Diem

Travel Anchorage

Travel Fairbanks

( Char ter

5 580.00

2205.25
220.00

$ 2515.25

1000.00)
41Z6.00

70.00

45...J0

3880.00

2315.25

4550.00

TOTAL: S12931.95
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ATTACiPIENT It 1

PRINCIPLES OF LEA1:4ING

Directions: Do you sec the following principIes of L'arni.ng
ovidcnt?
'.\lakc a check in the appropriate column.

1. Is the subject relevant?

a. Ago Level

U. Content

2. Does the teacher motivate?

3. Do the children appear
interested?

IS repetition evident?

Is there evidence that the
children or child
understand concepts or
Skills being taught?

a.. Child

U. Children

6. is there evidence that the
children are succeedi.in
in their task

7. Arc the children involved?

YliS NO AT 1"PIES IINCF.11T,VIN

--------

30
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ATTACWIKNT

,ILT1:01) OF PARIlCIPATLON

Directiens: Check the method(s) of participaticm which has
been used for this lesson.

Class Sal 1. Groups individual

1. Listening, Lecturing
looking, etc.

2. Practicinp., oral
dril, trying out

3. being tested,
quizzed.

4. Game, contest,
competing

S. Discussion

6. Reading , studying

7. Writing

S. Creating and
making

9. Drill

10. Problem Solving

Comment :



ATTACILIENT

TEACHER-EEJMER INTERACTION

Directions: i.:ead carerully each category. c sure You understand
them. 11a1c a check about every 5 seconds next to
tiic most appropriate influence.

DIRECT INFLUENCE:

1. Lecturing: Gives facts or opinions 1it,)out content or
procedures; expressos Lis own ideas.

2 Giving Directions: Directs, COMMLIndS, or OrdetS with the
intent that. pupils comply.

3. Criticizing: Criticizes or rebukes; states why he is
doing what he is doing: refers extensively to
himself.

INDIRECT INFLUENCE:

1. Accepts Feelings: Accepts the feelings oil the pupils in
a non-threJtening manner. Feelings 1.,Iav

positive or negative.

1 Praises or encourages: Jokes that release tension (bLlt: not

at the expense of another puilit.) Nodding head
and saying "ml-hm" or MG on' are included.

5. Accepts or Uses ideas of Pupil: Clarifies or develpes
ideas suggested by a pupil.

4. Asks Questions: Asks a question about content or procedure
with the intent that a pupil answers.

DIRECT INFLUENCE

1. Lecturing
2. Giving Directions
3. Criticizing

INDIRECT INFLUENCE

1.. Accepts Feelings
Praises or Encoura,es

3. Uses pul)lt's I Jo

As:,:s



ATIACHAENT

UQULNCY ::LSPONSh

Directions: The class is to be divided into thirds, Groups A,
13, and C.

Group A: Put a mark by Teacher every thile the te.acher talks. Put
a mark by S every tHe a student tail:s.

Teacher -

Student

Group 3: Try to rch',ember the Caces. Put a marl, down ouch time that
a student responds. (Sketch a seatin:.; arrangement if it

helps.)

Student l-
Student 2-
Student 3-
Student 4-
Student 5-
Student 6-
Student 7-
Student 8-
Student 9-
Student 10-

Group C: Take careFul Rote of when the children .c.alk and when the

teacher talks. [f the conversation ,(2%:'; from teacher to
child and back to the teacher, you wou1d put T-C-T. If it
goes Front Teacher to child i.e another child, you would
put ['-C--C. The results would look soLlething like this:
T-C-T-C-C-T.

Discussion Questions

Is the teacher monopolizing the discussion?
Arc a few children ahsworin all of the questions?
Did tho conversation usually return to the teacher Dc lore'

another child answered?
nat suggestions do you have on this typo of teacher-pupil

interaction.
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ATTACHENT 5

YOURSLLF

Are your pupils learning??

Do your pupils know the objectives?

Do your pupils have a stake in the outcomes?. _

Po your pupils :low what progress they are makin!;?

Do you use student interest/motivation to bridge into the lesson?

Do you move from the known to the unknown?

1)o you provide learning experiences based upon student experience?

Do you consider individual differences among students?

Do you help to tie knowledge together through summarization or
ether

Do you develop your assignments from the lesson?

Is ,,our lesson plait balance suitable for each group?

It is unlikely that you lessons will contain each of these factors
every day. However, the closer you come to achieving these
criteria, the more your students will learn.

3


